Timemaster is software
designed for the
built environment:
architects, engineers and
consultants.

Optimize fee-earning
potential

Time recording, expenses,
project management to
resource planning, it works
with your current business
processes and centralizes
them into one single
system, customized to
Sustainable business
work the way you do.
processes

Timemaster customers are typically
achieving above average chargeability
rates of 76%; 9% better than the build
industry average of 67%* as it allows
you to predict anticipated workload and
future profitability with real-time cost
calculations.

Timemaster allows you
to refocus your business,
refine efficiency and
concentrate on design.
Timemaster helps
maintain the sustainability
of your business, giving
you the system to manage
risk and change.

Future-proof your business
processes within one centralized
and supported system.

Improve and maintain the
health of your business
Make better decisions faster with rich and
real-time management information.

Reduce the risk of human error or
systems failure.

Know that you are working with up-t0-date
information.

Keep your projects on target and
profitable by monitoring live
progress and resourcing.

Pre-configure reports so management
information is quicker and easier to obtain.

Set-up reports and templates on
implementation so that your project
team are tracking consistently and
in the same way.
On-demand reporting as you
require them.

Timemaster customers deliver 85% of
their projects on-time by making better
decisions about which resources are
available and capable of completing a
project against a build industry average of
74%*.

Insights are quicker and easier to retrieve
so you and your team can focus their time
on design and your core business.

Knowing instantly what
we have to invoice and
the resources we have
available for upcoming
projects are key to our
studios profitability.
Alice Laws, Operations Manager
Feilden Clegg Bradley Studios

* Sources: Industry Average – SPI Research - “http://www.spiresearch.com” www.spiresearch.com Timemaster customers – Sample of top performing TM customers
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Accurately bid for (and
win) the right projects
Reduce time taken to produce profitable
bids.
Historical information of past and current
projects is held centrally to enable more
accurate forecasting of resources and
costs for future projects based on actual
costings.

Your processes, more
efficiently
Designed to work how you work.
Timemaster makes it simple for you
to focus on the business of design.
Your designs are sustainable and
Timemaster ensures your business
is also sustainable.
Full integration with your current systems.

Simplify the client
invoicing process
Reduce the effort required to
invoice your approved Work in
Progress and make it simple to
generate client invoices more often
and automatically.
Designed to work with your
business with flexible features
which can be customized according
to your business needs and
processes.

Timemaster has become
an essential part of our
business. It gives us the
power to make sensible
decisions on projects,
ensuring that all our projects
are run to a profit. Since
implementing the software,
our efficiency has increased
along with the profitability
of the business. It would now
be impossible to run this
business without the use of
Timemaster
Carl Zdziebczok, Adam Architecture

Next steps
Visit our website for more information on
Timemaster.
You can also
• Request a web demo
• Receive a customized ROI calculation
• Speak to our business development team
www.equisys.com/timemaster
sales@equisys.com
T +44 (0) 20 7203 4000
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